**OPEN CLASS SCORESHEET**

United Kennel Club | 100 E Kilgore Road · Kalamazoo MI 49002-5584

(269) 343-9020 · www.ukcdogs.com

**Exercise** | **Non-Qualifying** | **Major Deductions** | **Major/Minor Deductions** | **Points Deducted** | **Total**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
**Greeting Point Value 20** | - Forced into sit position | - Additional command/signal to sit | - Dog downs, stands, or moves from the sit position after handler returns to heel but before exercise finish order | | |
- Extra command to stay after leaving | - Lightly touches dog to sit | - Handler takes excessive amount of time to begin exercise | | |
- Barks continuously | - Handler turns/faces dog or looks back over should before return | | | |
- Breaks sit before handler returns | - Handler fails to return correctly | | | |

**Heel Off Leash & Figure 8 Point Value 40** | - Constant or repeated extra commands and/or signals | - Handler moves forward before heel command | - Dog out of heel position before command and/or signal from handler | | |
- Continually adapting to dog's pace | - Extra commands or verbal praise | - Anticipates command and/or signal | | |
- Dog barks continuously | - No change of pace dog or handler | - Crowding, Forging, Lagging, Heeling Wide, Sniffing, Improper heel position | | |
- Dog leaves handler's side and cannot regain composure and resume heeling | - Dog leaves handler but quickly returns | - Any additional heeling imperfections | | |
- Handler gives extra command/signal to sit | - No sits | - Poor Sits | | |

**Drop On Recall Point Value 30** | - Dog anticipates recall/drop command | - Stands/Downs after stay command but before first recall | - Slow or reluctant to respond | | |
- Dog does not drop on first command and/or signal | - Slow or reluctant to drop | - Does not come directly to handler | | |
- Breaks down positioning before recall | - Travels short distance after drop | - Dog touches handler | | |
- Handler anticipates order | - Hands not at sides when calling dog | - Dog sits between handler's legs | | |
- Dog travels substantial distance after drop command and/or signal | - No front, no sit, no finish | - Poor front, poor sit, poor finish | | |
- Does not come after drop | | | | |

**Retrieve On Flat Point Value 30** | - Anticipates retrieve command/signal | - Handler's hands not at sides when dog is returning | - Slow or reluctant to respond | | |
- Fails to respond to first command and/or signal | - Extra command to finish | - Drops, plays, mouths dumbbell | | |
- Dog does not retrieve on the first command and/or signal | - No front, no sit, no finish | - Indirect route to/from dumbbell | | |
- Dog does not return to handler | | - Does not return directly to the handler with dumbbell | | |
- Dog does not return with dumbbell | | - Reluctant to release dumbbell | | |
- Dog is more than arm's length away on front | | - Dog touches handler | | |
- Dog refuses to release dumbbell | | - Dog sits between handler's feet | | |

**Retrieve Over High Jump Point Value 30** | - Anticipates command/signal | - Handler's hands not at sides when dog is returning | - Slow or reluctant to respond | | |
- Fails to respond to first command and/or signal | - Extra command to finish | - Drops, plays, mouths dumbbell | | |
- Does not go out or return over jump | - No front, no sit, no finish | - Indirect route to/from dumbbell | | |
- Does not return with dumbbell | | - Dog touches handler | | |
- Dog refuses to release dumbbell | | - Dog sits between handler's feet | | |
- More than an arm's length away | | - Poor front, poor sit, poor finish | | |

**Broad Jump Point Value 20** | - Fails to respond to first command and/or signal | - Handler toes not 2 feet from jump | - Dog touches handler | | |
- Does not clear jump | - Dog not 8 feet from jump | - Dog sits between handler's feet | | |
- Does not return to handler | - No front, no sit, no finish | - Poor front, poor sit, poor finish | | |

**Socialized Heeling Point Value 30** | - Dog refuses to remain in heel position when moving toward other team | - Handler gives extra command and/or signal to sit | - Any heeling imperfections | | |
- Handler forces dog into a sit | - Handler gives any command or lightly touches dog for attention | - Poor sit | | |
- Dog barks continuously | - Dog barks or whines once or twice | | | |
- Dog lunges, snaps at, or tries to interact with other dog or handler | - No sit | | | |

**Maximum Points 200**

**Points deducted for:**
- Handler Error
- Disciplining Dog
- Unsportsmanlike conduct
- Dog Misbehavior

**Less Points Deducted**

**Non-Qualifying Score for:**
- Dog shows fear
- Fouling Ring

**Total Net Score**